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Need instruction for your Sony Bravia KD-55XF8596 LCD TV? Below you can view and download the instructions in PDF format for free. There are also frequently asked questions, product ratings, and user feedback that make it possible to make the best use of the product. If this is not the guide you need, please
contact us. Your product is faulty and the guide does not provide any solution? Contact the repair café for free repairs. Let us know what you think of Sony's Bravia KD-55XF8596 LCD TV by evaluating the product. Do you want to share your experiences with this product or ask questions? Please leave a comment at the
bottom of the page. Are you happy with this Sony product? Yes No1 voting Our support team is looking for useful product information and answers to frequently asked questions. If you find inaccuracy in our questions and answers, please let us know using our contact form. How do I connect a universal remote control to
my TV? Checked To connect a universal remote control, you must have a model and brand number of both the remote control and the TV. The remote control guide lists brands and model numbers. Was it useful (529) How to measure the thumbs of my LCD TV? Tested To measure inches of the LCD TV, you should
measure the diagonal, for example, between the upper left and lower right corners of the screen (rather than the edge). One inch is 2.54 cm, so if the size is 99 cm, the LCD TV is 39 inches. Was it useful (322) What port should I use if I want to connect the case to the LCD TV via HDMI? TestEd Use an HDMI-ARC port
specifically designed to connect audio devices. Was it useful (276) What changes to which HDMI ports I connect the device? Tested In general, you can connect devices like blu-rays or consoles to any HDMI port. Then select the appropriate HDMI channel on the TV to use the device. Was it useful (156) What is the
difference between LCD and LED? The tested both methods use an LCD screen that does not emit light on its own. The difference lies in the lighting behind the screen. In LCD screens, lighting is done thanks to the CCFL (cold cathode fluorescent lamp), while LEDs use LED lamps. Was it useful (96) Can I repair burned
pixels on my own? Proven burnable pixels differ from blocked pixels. The blocked pixel is still colored and can be fixed by applying little pressure exactly on the pixel until it recovers. The burned pixel is always black or white and cannot be repaired independently. Was (39) What is the contrast factor? Tested Contrast
factor indicates the distance between whiter and black black. For example, a 400:1 contrast ratio indicates that the most recent black on the screen is 400 times darker than whiter. A high contrast factor increases the clarity of the image. It was useful (29) What does LCD mean? A proven LCD means Liquid Crystal
Display and points to technology that allows liquid crystals to polarize light to generate colors. Was it useful (28) What's the best way to clean an LCD TV? Select the Turn off TV check box and remove dirt and dust from the screen using microfiber fabric. Do not use paper that can line the screen. Do not apply too much
pressure that can damage pixels. Use a special detergent or clean with a solution consisting of part vinegar and a portion of water. Wet the fabric with a cleaning solution and clean the screen. Make sure the fabric is not too wet. Remove stains by making circular movements. Dry the screen with a different microfiber
cloth to avoid the halo. Was it useful (28) What is the optimal distance to watch tv? Tested Partly depends on personal preferences, but in general, the optimum viewing distance is about 3 times the diagonal size of the TV. For a 60-inch (152 cm) TV, the optimum viewing distance will be 180 inches or 4.5 meters. This
was useful (26) This guide was originally published by Sony. Here you will find all the manuals of sony LCD TV. Choose one of the products to easily find your guide. Can't find the product you're looking for? Then enter the brand and product type in the search bar to find the instructions. (in 200 for all) LEDs | 4K Ultra HD
| High Dynamic Range (HDR) | Smart TV components / Included may vary by country or region of purchase: RMT-TX300P, RMT-TX300E, RMT-TX300TSpecificationSpecificationSpecies X75F | LEDs | 4K Ultra HD | High Dynamic Range (HDR) | Smart TV components (Android TV) / Included may vary by country or
region of purchase: RMF-TX310P, RMF-TX310T, RMF-TX310C Contact Parts Support &amp;T; Repair Contact Support Parts &amp;amp; Repair procedure: Setting up Sony Android TV image settings Over the years, TVs have evolved as well as how they are used: broadcast, video games and more. To fully live
through each of these views, you'll need to make some changes to your settings. Learn how to connect your TV to other devices. How to: Control your Sony Android TV with Alexa (Echo devices) Have you seen the TV remote? With artificial intelligence, devices such as Alexa can be that's the question. How to run
content on a Sony TV This video shows you how easy it is to stream content from a variety of sources, such as a PC, smartphone, or mobile device. How to: Connect Bluetooth headphones to a Sony TV In this video, I'll show you how easy it is to connect Bluetooth headphones to a Sony Android TV. How to update your
TV automatically or via USB stick. Set up Sony's Android TV to learn how to set up your TV for the first time, how to re-set it up and how to order channels. How to: Customize Sony's Android TV image settings Over the years, TVs have evolved as well as how they're used: broadcasts, video games and more. To fully live
through each of these views, you'll need to make some changes to your settings. Learn how to connect your TV to other devices. For instructions and instruction manuals or to download PDF documents, select a template from the list below, or type a name for the template in the search box. How to: Control your Sony
Android TV with Alexa (Echo devices) Have you seen the TV remote? Thanks to the artificial intelligence of devices such as Alexa, you can forget this question. How to run content on a Sony TV This video shows you how easy it is to stream content from a variety of sources, such as a PC, smartphone, or mobile device.
How to: Connect Bluetooth headphones to a Sony TV In this video, I'll show you how easy it is to connect Bluetooth headphones to a Sony Android TV. How to update your TV automatically or via USB stick. Usb.
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